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A new formal kinetics methodology suitable for the situation in which transformations take place simultaneously or sequentially is
presented. Based on the distinction between theoretical and experimental quantities, and with the help of the superposition principle,
general relationships were obtained to deal with simultaneous and sequential reactions. The equations presented here are able to deal
with position-dependent quantities and there is no need to rely on extended volume. They are suitable both for model building, i.e.
obtaining expressions for simultaneous or sequential reactions from models of the kinetics of each reaction in isolation, as well as for
extracting theoretical information from experimentally measured quantities.
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Formal kinetics methodology is frequently employed to
analyze a variety of heterogenous transformations in con-
densed phases [1–5]. This methodology has its origin in
the early work of Kolmogorov [6], Johnson and Mehl [7],
and Avrami [8–10].
Theoretical developments are usually concerned with the
formation of a single phase at a certain nucleation site that
grows with a given interface velocity. Nonetheless, some-
times more than one transformation (“transformation”
and “reaction” are used interchangeably in this paper) takes
place simultaneously. A methodology to model simulta-
neous reactions was proposed by Vandermeer and Juul-
Jensen [11,12] in connection with recrystallization in a1359-6454  2010 Acta Materialia Inc. Published by Elsevier Ltd.
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Open accestextured matrix. Recrystallization in a textured matrix can
be quite complex because the recrystallized regions may
belong to speciﬁc texture components. Moreover, each tex-
ture component may nucleate on a distinct nucleation site
and may grow with diﬀerent velocities. Subsequently, a sim-
ilar methodology was used by Jones and Bhadeshia [13,14]
to model simultaneous precipitation of more than one
phase. In the context of glass crystallization [15–17] corre-
sponding ideas were also proposed to deal with transforma-
tions proceeding simultaneously involving nucleation both
on the surface and in the bulk of small specimens. More
recently, the potential overlap of recrystallization and aus-
tenite formation during heating of cold-worked steels has
also attracted signiﬁcant attention [18,19]. In fact, we may
have a more general situation than that described above,
namely when the reactions do not start simultaneously but
consecutively. For example, reaction 1 starts at t = 0,
whereas reaction 2 starts at t = s > 0. One might say that
reactions 1 and 2 are sequential reactions. If reaction 1 starts
and ﬁnishes before reaction 2 starts, then these sequential
reactions are non-overlapping. In contrast, if reaction 2
starts before reaction 1 stops, then we have overlappings under the Elsevier OA license.
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as a particular case of sequential transformations when all
reactions start at t = 0. One example from steels would be
the decomposition of austenite. Austenite decomposition
starts by transforming into ferrite, and as the carbon content
of austenite increases, pearlite starts to form. Therefore
there is a sequence of transformations: ﬁrst ferrite and next
pearlite. If austenite decomposition takes place during cool-
ing, one may further increase the number of sequential reac-
tions because bainite and martensite can form. Sequential
transformations, overlapping or non-overlapping, are often
observed in practice, perhaps even more often than simulta-
neous transformations. Nonetheless, such a situation has
not received much theoretical attention [20].
We may identify transformations according to their spe-
ciﬁc characteristics with regard to nucleation and growth:
1. Spatial location: nucleation sites may have diﬀerent
dimensionality, such as points, lines and internal inter-
faces [21], and we may also include clusters [22,23]. In
small specimens, nucleation may occur on the surface
and/or in the bulk of the small specimen [24]. In addi-
tion nuclei distribution may be position dependent as
in an inhomogeneous Poisson point process [25].
2. Time dependence: nucleation may be site saturated,
occur at a constant rate or have a more general time
dependence [26].
3. Growth: constant growth rate or time-dependent growth
[26].
4. Shape: the growing regions may be spherical or ellipsoi-
dal [25,26].
Transformations may take place with each reaction
belonging to one or more of the groups above. The above
classiﬁcation essentially deals with the geometrical interde-
pendency among the simultaneous reactions. There may,
however, be another interdependency: a kinetic interdepen-
dency. Such kinetic interdependency may happen, for
example, when two growing phases compete for the same
solute in order to grow. Thus the velocities of the two
phases are related to the common amount of solute in
the parent matrix and are therefore interdependent. In this
work we will restrict our treatment to geometric interde-
pendency, i.e. the growing regions only compete for space.
Modeling simultaneous reactions normally involves two
distinct but closely related objectives:
1. Predict the overall kinetics quantities of the combined
reactions such as the mean volume density (to be more
rigorously deﬁned in Section 2), VV(t,x), from theoreti-
cal expressions developed for each individual reaction.
For example, one may wish to predict the overall behav-
ior of a combination of two reactions, one nucleated on
the external surface another in the bulk of a ﬁnite spec-
imen as described by Villa and Rios [24].
2. Extract the kinetics, i.e. the mean volume density as a
function of time, for an individual reaction from exper-imental measurements. One may or may not have an
analytical model for the nucleation and growth of this
speciﬁc reaction beforehand, but the experimental data
may be useful precisely to establish which model would
be suitable to describe it. Therefore one needs to know
how to use the measured data to obtain quantities suit-
able for comparison with available theoretical models.
Of course one may also have a combination of both: the
experimental kinetics is known for some reactions, whereas
the theoretical behavior is known for other reactions.
In previous work, the present authors resorted to recent
developments in stochastic geometry [27–30] and obtained
exact analytical expressions for the situation in which nuclei
were located in space according to an inhomogeneous
Poisson point process [25] for nuclei located in spherical
clusters according to a Mate´rn cluster process [22] and for
nuclei located in the bulk and on the surface of small speci-
mens [24]. This paper follows up the idea of these previous
papers, namely to obtain exact mathematical expressions,
thus increasing the number of the exactly solvable cases
available to formal kinetics applications.
In this work we use stochastic geometry methods to
develop a general formal kinetic methodology for treating
the situation in which several heterogeneous transforma-
tions take place simultaneously or sequentially.
2. Mathematical background
2.1. Nucleation and growth, and birth and growth processes
Consider a specimen that initially contains a single phase,
say a. Let a partially transform to another phase, b. In the
solid state this transformation frequently involves two steps:
the ﬁrst is the initiation of b from the a matrix, which is
called nucleation of b, and the second is the subsequent
growth of the b phase as it consumes the a phase. This
process is called “nucleation and growth” by the materials
scientist, whereas mathematicians prefer to call it “birth
and growth”. This transformation is a physical phenomenon
and its progress may be followed, for example, by direct
observation of the microstructure of transformed samples
bymeans of amicroscope. In order tomodel such a transfor-
mation it is necessary to describe it in the language of
abstract mathematics, i.e. using set theory. Thus, the trans-
formed region is regarded as a set designatedHt. The super-
script t indicates that the transformed region depends on
time; it is a dynamic process. Suppose that we observe the
transformed region (the set Ht) with the help of an optical
microscope. We ﬁx the observation window under the lens
butmove the stage of themicroscope so that several diﬀerent
transformed regions can be seen within the observation
window. Mathematics has a powerful tool to deal with such
a situation, which is to consider that Ht is a random set.
These ideas may expressed in a more formal way as follows.
A birth and growth (stochastic) process is a dynamic
germ-grain model [28], used to model situations in which
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randomly, and each nucleus generates a grain evolving in
time according to a given growth law. Since, in general,
the nucleation is “random” in time and space, the trans-
formed region at any time t > 0 will be a “random” set
[28] in Rd , which is a measurable map from a probability
space to the space of closed subsets in Rd . Denote by Tj
the Rþ-valued random variable representing the time of
birth of the jth nucleus, and by Xj the R
d-valued random
variable representing the spatial location of the nucleus
born at time Tj. Let H
t
T j
ðX jÞ be the grain obtained after
the evolution up to time tP Tj of the nucleus born at time
Tj in Xj; then, the transformed region H
t at time t is:
Ht ¼
[
T j6t
HtT jðX jÞ; t 2 Rþ ð1Þ
The family {Ht}t of all transformed regions H
t over time is
called the birth and growth process. The terms “birth and
growth” and “nucleation and growth” will be used inter-
changeably in this paper.
2.2. Meaning of VV, SV
A point of paramount practical importance is to be able
to quantify the volume of the transformed region and the
area between the transformed region and the parent
matrix. This quantiﬁcation is carried out on the set repre-
senting the transformed region with the help of measure
theory. Measure theory is the mathematical counterpart
of the everyday experimental measurements carried out
by the materials scientist. For technical mathematical rea-
sons, measure theory prefers to deal with a special class
of sets: the Borel sets [31]. Unions and intersections of
closed and/or open sets are Borel sets. In practice, any
set of engineering interest is going to be a Borel set. The
objective of the following mathematical formalism is to
deﬁne quantities that will be useful to quantify the trans-
formed region. The general d-dimensional Euclidian space
Rd is used, but naturally d = 2, 3 are the cases of physical
interest in this paper.
A measure l on Rd admits density if there exists a locally
integrable function f : Rd ! R such that:
lðAÞ ¼
Z
A
f ðxÞdx 8A 2 BRd ð2Þ
where BRd is the Borel r-algebra of R
d [31], x = (x1,x2,
x3,. . . ,xd) is the spatial coordinate and A is a subset of
Rd , corresponding to the region of the physical sample un-
der observation. We denote by md the usual d-dimensional
Lebesgue measure in Rd , i.e. the usual d-dimensional vol-
ume measure.
Since Ht is a random set, its volume md(Ht) will be a ran-
dom quantity, so that we may deal with its expected vol-
ume E½mdðHtÞ at time t. In particular, it is of interest to
consider the expected volume measure E½mdðHt \ Þ, and
its density, called the mean volume density of Ht, and
denoted by VV, provided it exists:E½mdðHt \ AÞ ¼
Z
A
V V ðt; xÞdx 8A 2 BRd ð3Þ
Eq. (3) shows that in general VV depends on space and
time. If Ht is eﬀectively homogeneous, i.e. its probability
law is invariant under translations, in other words, the
microstructure remains “invariant” if the observation win-
dow is moved only by translations in space, then VV is
independent of x:
E½mdðHt \ AÞ ¼ V V ðtÞmdðAÞ 8 A 2 BRd ð4Þ
Therefore, for the homogeneous case, VV(t) is a positive
constant, representing the mean volume density per unit of
volume, also called the volume fraction:
V V ðtÞ ¼ E½m
dðHt \ AÞ
mdðAÞ 8A 2 BRd ð5Þ
For the inhomogeneous case, Eq. (3) implies that the
value of the volume fraction depends on A:
VVðt;AÞ :¼
R
A V V ðt; xÞdx
mdðAÞ 8A 2 BRd ð6Þ
In the homogeneous case one normally uses the volume
fraction, which is independent of x. Therefore, for the
homogeneous case there is no distinction between VV and
VV.
Similarly, the mean volume density of interfaces or
mean interfacial area density [29] can be deﬁned as:
E½md1ð@Ht \ AÞ ¼
Z
A
SV ðt; xÞdx 8A 2 BRd ð7Þ
where oHt is the topological boundary of Ht, and md1 is
the Lebesgue surface measure. When the meaning is clear
“interfacial area density” will be used for brevity.
2.3. Probabilities and VV(t,x)
The advantage of the mathematical formalism employed
here is that one may readily identify VV(t,x) with the prob-
ability of x belonging to the transformed region, Ht:
V V ðt; xÞ ¼ Pðx 2 HtÞ ð8Þ
The probability that x does not belong to Ht is simply:
1 V V ðt; xÞ ¼ Pðx R HtÞ ð9Þ
Suppose that there are two transformations, Ht1 and H
t
2,
with boundaries @Ht1 and @H
t
2, respectively. Suppose also
that the reactions take place independently of one another.
If the reactions are superposed, one has the situation
depicted in Fig. 1. We can use set operations and the equiv-
alence between probability and mean volume density to
describe the combination of these two transformations.
The overall transformed area Ht is simply the union
Ht1 [Ht2. The region in which the transformations overlap
is described by Ht1 \Ht2. If the transformations are inde-
pendent, the probability that a point belongs to this
Fig. 1. A schematic example of superposition of two transformations, 1
and 2. The transformed area of each is indicated by Ht1 and H
t
2. Their
boundaries, @Ht1 (solid line) and @H
t
2 (dashed line), are indicated by
arrows. The mean volume densities of Ht1 and H
t
2 are VV1 and VV2,
respectively. The mean interfacial densities of @Ht1 and @H
t
2 are SV1 and
SV2, respectively. VV1, VV2, SV1 and SV2 are called “theoretical quantities”.
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belonging to Ht1 and H
t
2:
P x 2 Ht1 \Ht2
  ¼ P x 2 Ht1 P x 2 Ht2  ð10Þ
identifying V V 1ðt; xÞ ¼ P x 2 Ht1
 
and V V 2ðt; xÞ ¼ P x 2ð
Ht2Þ one obtains the mean volume density of the overlap-
ping regions:
V VHt
1
\Ht
2
ðx; tÞ ¼ P x 2 Ht1 \Ht2
  ¼ V V 1ðx; tÞV V 2ðx; tÞ ð11Þ
Similar reasoning could be applied, for example, to
Ht1 [Ht2 or to Ht1 nHt2. In the following, this kind of oper-
ation will be frequently used in the deﬁnitions and in the
demonstrations.
2.4. Useful relationships and deﬁnitions
Under quite general assumptions, normally satisﬁed in
practical applications, it can be proved that [29]:
GðtÞ ¼ 1
SV ðt; xÞ
@V V ðt; xÞ
@t
ð12Þ
where G is the overall velocity of the moving boundaries,
also called the growth rate. This equation was introduced
to materials science by Cahn and Hagel [32]. It is worth
mentioning that in the general case [33] Eq. (12) has to
be taken in weak form, which means that the following
equation holds:Z
A
V V ðt; xÞdx ¼
Z
A
V V ðt0; xÞdxþ
Z t
t0
Z
A
Gðx; sÞSV ðs; xÞdxds
for any Borel subset A of Rd such that E½md1ð@Ht\
@AÞ ¼ 0. Therefore Eq. (12) hides a possible exchange be-
tween derivative and integral, which is valid whenever G
and SV are suﬃciently regular. In all our applications we
may suppose G and SV regular enough, so that Eq. (12)
holds.
Finally, it is worth mentioning two deﬁnitions that will
be used below.The indicator function 1A(x) is deﬁned as equal to 1 if
x 2 A and 0 if x R A. A may be any set, e.g. the interval
[0, t].
A  B is the so-called Minkowski addition of A and B
deﬁned as:
A B :¼ faþ b : a 2 A; b 2 Bg ¼
[
a2A
Bþ a ð13Þ
Note that if B = Br(0), then A  B is the set of points of
Rd which have a distance from A less than or equal to r.
This latter deﬁnition is only used in the proofs given in
Appendix A.
3. Model building: total quantities from theoretical quantities
In this section we show how to use models developed for
a single reaction to obtain a model for the combined reac-
tion with the help of the superposition principle. The total
mean volume density and the total interfacial area density
are denoted here as VV(t,x) and SV(t,x), respectively. We
deﬁne here the theoretical mean volume density of reaction
i as the mean volume density if reaction i were the only
reaction to take place. What is called here theoretical mean
volume density is therefore the expression that is normally
obtained from modeling a single reaction. The theoretical
mean volume density and mean interfacial area density of
reaction i will be denoted as VVi(t,x) and SVi(t,x), respec-
tively. See Fig. 1 for a schematic view. The reason for this
deﬁnition will become clear in the next section.
Whenever the nucleation process U is given by the union
of twoormore nucleation processes, sayU :¼ Sni¼1Ui, thenU
is said to be the superposition ofU1, . . . ,Un. Formore details
about the superposition operation of point processes, see e.g.
Ref. [28]. Recalling that VV(t,x) represents the probability
that the point x belongs to the transformed region at time
t, say Ht, then 1 V V ðt; xÞ ¼ Pðx R HtÞ ¼ Pðfx R Ht1g\
   \ fx R HtngÞ, where Hti denotes the transformed region
at time t due to the nucleation process Ui. If the nucleation
processes U1, . . . ,Un are independent, then the events
fx R Htig are independent as well; as a consequence
P x R Ht1
  \    \ x R Htn   ¼ Qni¼1P x R Hti  and so
V V ðt; xÞ ¼ 1
Yn
i¼1
1 V Viðt; xÞð Þ ð14Þ
having denoted by VVi the mean volume density associated
with the nucleation process Ui. Fig. 1 depicts the superpo-
sition of two independent reactions: 1 and 2.
The corresponding equation for SV(t,x) is:
SV ðt; xÞ ¼
Xn
i¼1
1 V V ðt; xÞ
1 V Viðt; xÞ SViðt; xÞ ð15Þ
The proof of Eq. (15) requires results that are obtained
in Section 4 and will be postponed until then.
The overall velocity of the simultaneous reactions, G, is
given by:
Gðt; xÞ ¼ 1
SV ðt; xÞ
@V V ðt; xÞ
@t
ð16Þ
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the boundary velocities of the individual reactions, i, are
not position dependent. This point will become clear from
examination of Eq. (24), which is introduced in Section 4.
Notice that this may happen because the overall velocity
has no actual physical existence, i.e. no interface actually
moves with the overall velocity.
These expressions are the mathematically exact method
to handle superposition when one has expressions derived
for single reactions and wishes to use these expressions to
build a model for the simultaneous reactions. Eqs. (14)
and (15) permit a wide range of analytical models to be
obtained from theoretical models for each nucleation and
growth process.
4. Experimental and theoretical quantities
First, it is necessary to make a distinction between an
experimental and a theoretical quantity. As its name implies,
an experimental quantity is a quantity that is directly
measured from the transformed microstructure. For exam-
ple, suppose that a transformation occurs by means of n
simultaneous reactions. Then the experimental mean vol-
ume density of a certain reaction i will be denoted V Viðt; xÞ,
and analogous notation applies to the experimental mean
interface area density, namely SViðt; xÞ. In contrast, we recall
that in Section 3 the theoretical mean volume density and the
mean interfacial area density of a reaction i were denoted as
VVi(t,x) and SVi(t,x), respectively. Obviously, for a single
reaction the experimental and theoretical quantities will be
the same. Figs. 1 and 2 schematically show these deﬁnitions.
In what follows we sometimes refer to “reaction Hti” mean-
ing reaction i.
We now give more precise deﬁnitions of the experimen-
tal quantities. V Vi and S

Vi, the mean experimental volume
density and mean interfacial area density, respectively, of
reaction i, say, Hti, may be deﬁned as:Fig. 2. A schematic example of two simultaneous transformations, 1 and
2. The “visible” or “experimental” transformed area of each is indicated
by Ht1 and H
t
2 . Their boundaries, oH
*t (solid line) and @Ht2 (dashed line),
are indicated by arrows. The mean volume densities ofHt1 andH
t
2 are V

V 1
and V V 2, respectively. The mean interfacial densities of @H
t
1 and @H
t
2 are
SV 1 and S

V 2, respectively. V

V 1; V

V 2; S

V 1 and S

V 2 are called “experimental
quantities”. The dotted line is the boundary between reactions 1 and 2 and
is not counted as part of @Ht1 and @H
t
2 .E md Hti \ A
   ¼ Z
A
V Viðt; xÞdx 8A 2 BRd ð17Þ
where Hti denotes the visible part of the transformed re-
gion due to the reaction Hti, and
E md1 @Hti n
[
j–i
Htj
 !
\ A
 !" #
¼
Z
A
SViðt; xÞdx 8A 2 BRd
ð18Þ
VVi(t,x) is the mean volume density of the transformed
region, Hti, due to the reaction i when only such a reaction
takes place. In contrast, V Viðt; xÞ is the mean volume den-
sity of the visible part of the transformed region due to
the reaction Hti when all the other reactions also take place,
and so it is the mean volume density of Hti . Note that,
because of impingement, transformed regions of diﬀerent
reactions cannot overlap, so that Ht is given by the union
of all Hti . In particular, any interior point x 2 Ht belongs
to only one transformed region Hti , and so the following
relationship between total and experimental quantities
holds:
V V ðt; xÞ ¼
Xn
i¼1
V Viðt; xÞ ð19Þ
Analogously, deﬁnition (18) means that SViðt; xÞ is the
mean surface density of the visible part of the boundary of
the transformed region due to the reaction Hti, (i.e. the free
or moving boundary of Hti , given by @H
t
i n ð
S
j–iH
t
jÞ). In
particular, any boundary point x 2 oHt belongs to the free
boundary of only one transformed region Hti , and so the
following relationship between total and experimental
quantities holds:
SV ðt; xÞ ¼
Xn
i¼1
SViðt; xÞ ð20Þ
It is worth emphasizing that @Hti , and consequently S

Vi,
comprise solely the interfacial area between the trans-
formed region i and the parent matrix. In other words,
@Hti and S

Vi refer to the moving boundary between the
transformed region Hti and the parent matrix. For exam-
ple, the immobile boundaries between regions 1 and 2 that
result from impingement, see dotted line in Fig. 2, are not
counted as part of @Ht1 and @H
t
2 . Likewise, immobile
boundaries resulting from impingement between regions
of the same reaction i also do not count as part of @Hti .4.1. Derivation of an expression for the interface velocity
A grain associated with reaction i may have a boundary
velocity Gi that is diﬀerent from the boundary velocity of
grains associated with another reaction j – i. This may
happen, for example, when there are diﬀerent texture com-
ponents [11] or diﬀerent constituents [13]. In this paper, the
boundary velocities of the individual reactions, Gi, are
assumed to be only time dependent and to have the same
value at every point of the moving boundary of a certain
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siderably simpliﬁes the mathematics. Position-dependent
velocities would make the problem much more diﬃcult, if
exactly solvable at all. As an example of the complications
involved, consider that if the boundary velocity is position
dependent, one cannot assume that the shape of the indi-
vidual region remains constant.
Gi may be obtained from the theoretical quantities by:
GiðtÞ ¼ 1SViðt; xÞ
@V Viðt; xÞ
@t
ð21Þ
but a boundary velocity Gi may also be obtained from the
experimental quantities by:
Gi ðtÞ ¼
1
SViðt; xÞ
@V Viðt; xÞ
@t
ð22Þ
It is “intuitive” that Gi ¼ Gi so that:
GiðtÞ ¼ 1SViðt; xÞ
@V Viðt; xÞ
@t
ð23Þ
Even though Eq. (23) looks reasonable, its proof is not
trivial. For this reason the proof is given in Appendix A.
4.2. Derivation of relationships between experimental
quantities, V Vi and S

Vi, and theoretical quantities, VVi and SVi
Taking the derivative with respect to t of VV(t,x) in Eq.
(19) and using Eqs. (16) and (23):
Gðt; xÞSV ðt; xÞ ¼
Xn
i¼1
GiðtÞSViðt; xÞ ð24Þ
Eq. (24), as anticipated in Section 3, shows that the
overall velocity, G(t,x), may be position dependent even
if all Gi(t) are only time dependent. Eq. (24) shows that this
may happen when at least one reaction has the interfacial
area density position dependent. Furthermore, it can be
proved (see Appendix A) that:
@V Viðt; xÞ
@t
¼ 1 V V ðt; xÞ
1 V Viðt; xÞGiðtÞSViðt; xÞ ð25Þ
Combining Eqs. (23) and (25) gives:
SViðt; xÞ ¼
1 V V ðt; xÞ
1 V Viðt; xÞ SViðt; xÞ ð26Þ
Eq. (15) may be obtained by inserting Eq. (26) into Eq.
(20). It is now possible to relate theoretical and experimen-
tal quantities. From Eqs. (21) and (26):
@V Viðt; xÞ
@t
¼ ð1 V V ðt; xÞÞ @ lnð1 V Viðt; xÞÞ
@t
ð27Þ
and therefore:
V Viðt; xÞ ¼ 1 exp 
Z t
0
1
1 V V ðs; xÞ
@V Viðs; xÞ
@s
ds
 	
ð28Þ
V Viðt; xÞ ¼
Z t
0
1 V V ðs; xÞ
1 V Viðs; xÞ
@V Viðs; xÞ
@s
ds ð29ÞIn Eq. (28) the theoretical quantity is on the left-hand side
and the experimentally measurable quantities are on the
right-hand side. This allows theoretical quantities to be ob-
tained from experimental quantities. By contrast, in Eq.
(29) the experimental quantity is on the left-hand side,
whereas the theoretical quantities are on the right-hand
side. This allows experimental quantities to be obtained
from theoretical quantities. Notice that VV(t,x) may be
either obtained experimentally or from the theoretical
quantities by means of Eq. (14).
5. Sequential transformations
In many cases transformations might not start at the
same time but at diﬀerent times. We call these sequential
reactions. In the general case one might imagine a situation
in which a second reaction starts while the ﬁrst reaction is
still in progress, so that the reactions overlap, i.e. they pro-
ceed simultaneously only for a certain time. As mentioned
above, simultaneous reactions may be seen as a particular
case when all starting times are the same. Moreover, there
is no need to treat the case in which the ﬁrst reaction starts
and ﬁnishes before the second reaction starts, i.e. the non-
overlapping case. Indeed, the non-overlapping case may
also be considered a particular case of the overlapping case.
We present here a general model for these situations
based on the equations derived in the previous section. In
order tomodify previous equations to encompass these cases
we need to deﬁne the time, tis, at which reaction i starts. As
usual let us denote byHti the transformed region due to reac-
tion i at time t; clearly Hti ¼ ; for any t < tis. It follows that
V Viðt; xÞ ¼ P x 2 Hti
  ¼ P x 2 Hti j tP tis 1½tis;1ÞðtÞ
where 1½tis;1ÞðtÞ is the indicator function; it is equal to 1 if
tis 6 t <1 and 0 otherwise.
Deﬁning eV Vi and eSVi to be the mean volume density and
the mean surface density, respectively, associated with
the same reaction i starting at time t = 0, we get that
P x 2 Hti j tP tis
  ¼ eV Viðt  tis; xÞ and so:
V Viðt; xÞ ¼ eV Viðt  tis; xÞ1½tis ;1ÞðtÞ ð30Þ
SViðt; xÞ ¼ eSViðt  tis; xÞ1½tis ;1ÞðtÞ ð31Þ
Then, using Eq. (14), one ﬁnally obtains:
V V ðt; xÞ ¼ 1
Yn
i¼1
1 eV Viðt  tis; xÞ1½tis;1ÞðtÞ
  ð32Þ
For any t > tis, from Eqs. (21) and (23) we know that:
GiðtÞ ¼ 1eSViðt  tis; xÞ @
eV Viðt  tis; xÞ
@t
¼ 1
SViðt; xÞ
@V Viðt; xÞ
@t
ð33Þ
From Eq. (26):
SViðt; xÞ ¼
1 V V ðt; xÞ
1 eV Viðt; xÞ eSViðt; xÞ ð34Þ
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Fig. 3. Mean volume density plotted as a function of time. The overall
reaction, VV, is represented by the solid line. V

V 1 and V

V 2 are represented
by the dotted line and by the dashed line, respectively. For both reactions
nucleation is site saturated and they have the same number of nuclei per
unit of volume. The boundary velocity of reaction 2 is 1.5 times the
boundary velocity of reaction 1. As a consequence, reaction 2 takes place
much faster and constitutes the major part of the total fraction
transformed.
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@V Viðt; xÞ
@t
¼ ð1 V V ðt; xÞÞ @ lnð1
eV Viðt  tis; xÞÞ
@t
ð35Þ
Therefore, also for any t > tis:
eV Viðt  tis; xÞ ¼ 1 exp  Z t
tis
1
1 V V ðs; xÞ
@V Viðs; xÞ
@s
ds
 	
ð36Þ
V Viðt; xÞ ¼
Z t
tis
ð1 V V ðs; xÞÞ @ lnð1
eV Viðt  tis; xÞÞ
@t
ds
ð37Þ
These equations may be used when one has sequential,
non-overlapping or overlapping, transformations.
6. Examples and discussion
6.1. Two simultaneous reactions
Suppose that there are two simultaneous reactions
denoted reaction 1 and 2. Each reaction has its own veloc-
ity, G1 and G2, supposed constant. Nucleation is site satu-
rated in both of them. In reaction 1 and 2 nuclei are located
uniformly randomly in space and the number of nuclei per
unit of volume is NV1 and NV2, respectively. For a more
precise treatment of nucleation employing homogeneous
and inhomogeneous Poisson point process, see Rios and
Villa [25]. The theoretical mean volume density or volume
fraction and interfacial area density for reaction 1 are:
V V 1ðtÞ ¼ 1 exp  4pNV 1
3
G31t
3
 	
ð38Þ
SV 1ðtÞ ¼ 4pNV 1G21t2 exp 
4pNV 1
3
G31t
3
 	
ð39Þ
Analogous expressions may be written for reaction 2
simply by exchanging the subscripts 1 for 2. The total mean
volume density may be found using Eq. (14):
V V ðtÞ ¼ 1 ð1 V V 1ðtÞÞð1 V V 2ðtÞÞ
¼ 1 exp  4p
3
ðNV 1G31 þ NV 2G32Þt3
 	
ð40Þ
V V 1 can be obtained from Eqs. (29) and (39):
V V 1ðtÞ ¼
Z t
0
ð1 V V 2ðsÞÞ dV V 1ðsÞds ds
¼
Z t
0
4pNV 1G
3
1s
2 exp  4p
3
NV 1G
3
1 þ NV 2G32
 
s3
 	
ds
ð41Þ
This equation may be integrated analytically and
simpliﬁed:
V V 1ðtÞ ¼
NV 1G
3
1
NV 1G
3
1 þ NV 2G32
V V ðtÞ ð42ÞAn analogous expression may be derived for V V 2ðtÞ,
recalling that V V 2ðtÞ ¼ V V ðtÞ  V V 1ðtÞ. These equations
may be used to investigate the eﬀect of the growth rate on
the transformation when all other parameters are kept
constant. For a numerical example, reasonable values
are NV1 = NV2 = 10
5mm3, G1 = 10
5mm s1 and G2 =
1.5G1. The value of 1.5 was chosen here becauseVandermeer
and Jensen [12] found that, during recrystallization of cop-
per, cube + cube twin grains grew about 1.5 times faster
than random grains. Fig. 3 shows the mean volume density
or volume fraction transformed as a function of time for
these parameters. In Fig. 3 V V 1 and V

V 2 are represented by
the dotted line and by the dashed line, respectively. It is clear
that reaction 2, which has the higher velocity, developsmuch
faster than reaction 1. In order not to be overwhelmed it
would be necessary for reaction 1 to have some other advan-
tage, such as a higher number of nuclei per unit of volume
[12]. A better overview of the eﬀect of the growth rate may
be achieved by plotting the ﬁnal volume fraction of reaction
2, V V 2ðt !1Þ, as a function of the velocity ratio, G2/G1.
Such an expression may be found from Eq. (42) and from
NV1 = NV2:
V V 2ðt !1Þ ¼
G2=G1ð Þ3
1þ G2=G1ð Þ3
ð43Þ
Eq. (43) is plotted in Fig. 4. If G1 = G2, then V

V 2ðt !
1Þ ¼ V V 1ðt !1Þ ¼ 0:5. It can be seen that for G2/
G1 = 2, reaction 2 overwhelms reaction 1, V

V 2ðt !1Þ ¼
0:89. Therefore, even this highly simpliﬁed example shows
an interesting result: for an equal number of nuclei per unit
of volume growth rate diﬀerences of over a factor of about
2 would lead to the reaction with the higher growth rate
overwhelming the other.
Similar expressions may be obtained for the interfacial
area densities. From Eq. (26):
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Fig. 5. Mean interfacial area density as a function of mean volume density
time for the overall reaction (VV,SV) (solid line), for reaction 1 ðV V 1; SV 1Þ
(dotted line) and for reaction 2 ðV V 2; SV 2Þ (dashed line). For both reactions
nucleation is site saturated and they have the same number of nuclei per
unit of volume. The boundary velocity of reaction 2 is 1.5 times the
boundary velocity of reaction 1. As a consequence reaction 2 takes place
much faster and constitutes the major part of the total fraction
transformed. For this reason, the microstructural path of reaction 2
extends up to V V 2 ¼ 0:77.
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Fig. 4. Experimental mean volume density of reaction 2, V V 2ðt !1Þ, at
the end of the transformation as a function of the ratio of the velocities of
reaction 2, G2, and reaction 1, G1. For both reactions nucleation is site
saturated and they have the same number of nuclei per unit of volume.
For G2/G1 = 1 each reaction transforms 0.5 of the total transformation. It
can be seen that for G2/G1 = 2, reaction 2 overwhelms reaction 1,
V V 2ðt !1Þ ¼ 0:89.
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¼ 4pNV 1G21t2 exp 
4p
3
NV 1G
3
1 þ NV 2G32
 
t3
 	
ð44Þ
SV can be obtained from Eq. (20):
SV ðtÞ ¼ 4pðNV 1G21 þ NV 2G22Þt2
 exp  4p
3
NV 1G
3
1 þ NV 2G32
 
t3
 	
ð45Þ
and
SV 1ðtÞ ¼
NV 1G
2
1
NV 1G
2
1 þ NV 2G22
SV ðtÞ ð46Þ
G can be obtained from Eq. (16):
G ¼ NV 1G
3
1 þ NV 2G32
NV 1G
2
1 þ NV 2G22
ð47Þ
For NV1 = NV2 and G2 = 1.5G1 the overall velocity,
G  1.35G1, is as expected closer to G2 than to G1 because
reaction 2 dominates the overall kinetics.
The microstructural path gives an interesting result:
SV ðtÞ¼ð36pÞ1=3 NV 1G
2
1þNV 2G22
NV 1G
3
1þNV 2G32
 2=3 1V V ðtÞð Þ ln 1ð1V V ðtÞ
 	2=3
ð48Þ
The microstructural path corresponding to reactions 1
and 2 (see Fig. 3) are plotted in Fig. 5. In Fig. 5 the micro-
structural path for the overall reaction (VV,SV) is repre-
sented by the solid line, for reaction 1 ðV V 1; SV 1Þ by the
dotted line, and for reaction 2 ðV V 2; SV 2Þ by the dashed line.
The ðV V 1; SV 1Þ curve (and similarly the ðV V 2; SV 2Þ curve) is
a parametric plot of Eqs. (42) and (44). It is interesting that
the peaks in SV 1; S

V 2 and SV take place at diﬀerent mean
volume densities of the overall reaction.It is noteworthy that the microstructural path, Eq. (48),
depends on G1 and G2. This behavior is a consequence of
the simultaneous reactions. It is well known that for a sin-
gle site-saturated reaction the microstructural path is inde-
pendent of the velocity [26]. Indeed for a single reaction,
the microstructural path is often used to estimate the
number of nuclei per unit of volume [34]. Therefore, one
must be careful when using the microstructural path for
this purpose if there is the possibility of simultaneous reac-
tions. One particular transformation in which this could
be a problem is recrystallization. If there are more than
one texture component with distinct velocities, and if the
transformation is analyzed as if it were a single reaction,
then estimating number of nuclei per unit of volume from
the microstructural path is going to yield erroneous
values.
This example shows that, given the theoretical expres-
sions for the two reactions, one may obtain expressions
for all experimental quantities. Conversely, from the exper-
imental quantities it is possible to determine the theoretical
quantities.6.2. Two sequential reactions
Yet another possibility would be that reactions 1 and 2
take place sequentially. So, reaction 1 initiates at t = t1s
and reaction 2 starts at t = t2s > t1s.
A numerical example is given here concerning the eﬀect
of the incubation time. The incubation time for reaction 1
is supposed to be equal to zero, t1s = 0, but reaction 2 has
t2s > 0. All other quantities are supposed to be the same for
both reactions. So, NV1 = NV2 = 10
5 nuclei mm3 and
G1 = G2 = 10
5 mm s1. From Eq. (30) the mean volume
density is:
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Fig. 7. Experimental mean volume density of reaction 2, V V 2ðt !1Þ, at
the end of the transformation as a function of incubation time, t2s. The
corresponding mean volume density of reaction 1 at which reaction 2
starts, V V 1ðt2sÞ, is shown on the top horizontal axis. For both reactions
nucleation is site saturated and they have the same number of nuclei per
unit of volume. The boundary velocities are the same for each reaction.
Therefore if both reactions start at the same time, each will have a ﬁnal
fraction transformed equal to 0.5. It can be seen that for
V V 1ðt2s ¼ 496:6Þ ¼ 0:05 the ﬁnal fraction transformed by reaction 2 is
signiﬁcantly reduced, V V 2ðt !1Þ ¼ 0:21.
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3
1010t3
 	
ð49Þ
V V 2ðtÞ ¼ eV V 2ðt  t2sÞ
¼ 1 exp  4p
3
1010 t  t2sð Þ3
 	
; for t > t2s ð50Þ
and by superposition of Eq. (32):
V V ðtÞ ¼ 1
 exp  4p
3
1010 t3 þ t  t2sð Þ31½t2s;1ÞðtÞ

  	
ð51Þ
Using Eq. (37):
V V 1ðtÞ ¼
Z t
0
4p1010t2
 exp  4p
3
1010 u3 þ u t2sð Þ31½t2s;1ÞðuÞ

  	
du
ð52Þ
where for t < t2s, V

V 1ðtÞ ¼ V V 1ðtÞ. This integral can be eval-
uated numerically.
Fig. 6 shows the plot of mean volume density against time
for the situation in which reaction 2 starts at t2s = 496.6 s.
This incubation time means that reaction 2 started when
V V 1ðt2s ¼ 496:6Þ ¼ 0:05. The overall reaction, VV, is repre-
sented by the solid line. V V 1 and V

V 2 are represented by the
dotted line and by dashed the line, respectively. It can be seen
that the volume fraction transformed of reaction 1 was still
relatively small, 0.05, when reaction 2 started. Notwith-
standing, reaction 1 constitutes the major part of the overall
transformation. A better overview of the eﬀect of the incuba-
tion time may be achieved by plotting the ﬁnal volume frac-
tion of reaction 2, V V 2ðt !1Þ, as a function of the
incubation time for reaction 2, t2s. This plot is shown in
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Fig. 6. Mean volume density plotted as a function of time. The overall
reaction,VV, is represented by the solid line. V

V 1 and V

V 2 are represented by
the dotted line and by dashed the line, respectively. For both reactions
nucleation is site saturated and they have the same number of nuclei per unit
of volume. The boundary velocities are the same for each reaction. Reaction
2 starts at t2 = 496.6 s. This incubation time means that reaction 2 started
when V V 1 ¼ 0:05. Reaction 1 dominates the overall transformation.1 at which reaction 2 starts, V V 1ðt2sÞ, is shown on the top hor-
izontal axis. Relatively small mean volume densities of reac-
tion 1 present at the start of reaction 2 , i.e. V V 1ðt2sÞ about
0.05–0.1, are enough to give reaction 1 an overwhelming
advantage over reaction 2. In a way the eﬀect is similar to
the velocity eﬀect discussed in the previous example. Unless
reaction 2 has some compensating feature, such as a higher
number of nuclei per unit of volume or a higher boundary
velocity than reaction 1, reaction 1 will constitute the major
part of the fully transformed product.
6.3. Two reactions described by the Avrami equation
The present methodology places no restriction on the
function that describes the theoretical quantities, VVi(t,x).
The term “theoretical” is used rather to emphasize its dif-
ference from the “experimental” or “visible” quantities. It
does not mean that the function VVi(t,x) must be derived
theoretically from some arbitrary assumptions. On the con-
trary, VVi(t,x) may be obtained empirically from the study
of the kinetics of the reaction in isolation. It is worth men-
tioning that no requirement was placed on the reaction
path. The transformations need not to proceed isother-
mally but may take place during heating or cooling or
along some more complex time–temperature path.
Quite often VVi(t,x) is represented by an equation that is
known to describe reasonably well a large number of trans-
formations, i.e. the so-called Avrami equation (see Ref. [35]
for an explanation of the reason why this equation takes
this name):
V ViðtÞ ¼ 1 expðkitniÞ ð53Þ
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here is exactly the same as that carried out in the previous
examples. So, for two simultaneous reactions:
V V ðtÞ ¼ 1 ð1 V V 1ðtÞÞð1 V V 2ðtÞÞ
¼ 1 exp  k1tn1 þ k2tn2ð Þð Þ ð54Þ
V V 1ðtÞ ¼
Z t
0
1 V V 2ðtÞð Þ dV V 1ðsÞds ds
¼
Z t
0
k1n1sn11 exp  k1sn1 þ k2sn2ð Þð Þds ð55Þ
Eq. (55) cannot in general be integrated by analytical
methods. Mean interfacial area densities may be also deter-
mined if equations for SVi(t) corresponding to Eq. (53) are
available. The procedure is analogous for sequential
reactions.
6.4. Final remarks
Finally, it is worth discussing how the present methodol-
ogy relates to previous work [11,12]. In the case that
VVi(t) = 1  exp(VEi(t)) is valid (see Rios and Villa [25]
for more details), Eq. (27) then reduces to:
dV ViðtÞ ¼ ð1 V V ðtÞÞdV EiðtÞ ð56Þ
where VEi(t) is the so-called mean extended volume density
of reaction i, or more informally the “extended volume” of
reaction i.
Eq. (56) was used in previous work [11,12] and is a par-
ticular case of Eq. (27).
There are basically two advantages of Eq. (27) com-
pared to Eq. (56). The ﬁrst is that Eq. (27) can handle posi-
tion-dependent nucleation. The second advantage is that
Eq. (27) relates V Viðt; xÞ directly to VVi(t,x). As a conse-
quence, there is no need to resort to extended volumes.
In fact it is not desirable to use extended volumes because
VVi(t) = 1  exp(VEi(t)) is not generally valid. For exam-
ple, consider nucleation on random lines, on random
planes [21] and in clusters [22]. In all these three cases
one obtains expressions of the form VV(t) = 1  exp(f(t))
but in all these cases f(t) – VE(t). Moreover, when VVi(t,x)
is represented by the Avrami equation, Eq. (53), kitni can-
not in general be identiﬁed with the extended volume.
The reason why it was possible to obtain more general
expressions than in previous work lies not only in the dis-
tinction between theoretical and experimental quantities
but also in the application of the superposition principle,
Eq. (14), together with Eq. (23).
7. Summary and conclusions
	 A newmethodology to treat simultaneous and sequential
transformations has been proposed based on the distinc-
tion between theoretical and experimental quantities. The
theoretical mean volume density, VVi(t,x), is the mean
volume density of a reaction if this reaction were the onlyreaction to take place. In contrast, the experimental mean
volume density, V Viðt; xÞ, is the mean volume density of a
certain reaction i that can actually be measured when
more than one reaction takes place simultaneously: see
Figs. 1 and 2 for a schematic view, and Eqs. (17) and
(18) for precise mathematical deﬁnitions.
	 Based on the distinction between theoretical and exper-
imental quantities, general relationships were obtained.
The equations presented here are able to deal with posi-
tion-dependent quantities and there is no need to rely on
extended volumes.
	 These relationships are suitable for model building, i.e.
obtaining expressions for simultaneous and sequential
transformations involving several reactions from models
of the kinetics of each reaction in isolation.
	 Moreover, we have developed a methodology for relat-
ing theoretical quantities to experimentally measured
quantities. Quantities suitable for theoretical analysis
may be obtained from quantities measured experimen-
tally. Conversely, experimentally measurable quantities
may be predicted from theoretical ones.
	 For model building, i.e. to predict the overall kinetics
quantities of simultaneous reactions from the theoretical
expressions for individual kinetics, one may use Eqs.
(14) and (15).
	 The relationships between the theoretical and experi-
mental quantities are given by Eqs. (23), (24) and
(26)–(29). These equations directly relate theoretical
and experimental quantities.
	 For sequential reactions, either overlapping or non-
overlapping, the corresponding equations are given in
Section 5: Eqs. (32)–(37).
	 Furthermore, it has been shown here that the equation
previously used, Eq. (56), may be derived as a particular
case of the general equation obtained here, Eq. (27).Acknowledgements
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A.1. Proof of Eq. (23)
(23) repeated here for convenience:
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@V Viðt; xÞ
@t
The proof presented here needs to assume technical condi-
tions [29] that are generally satisﬁed in practical
applications.
Let us note that Hti ¼ Hti n
S
j–iH
t
j and that @H
t
inS
j–iH
t
j ¼ @Hti n
S
j–iH
t
j ; as a consequence, by arguments
similar to those of Section 3.1 in Ref. [33], Eq. (23) holds if
lim
Dt#0
E md HtþDti n
S
j–iH
tþDt
j

 
\A

 
md Hti n
S
j–iH
t
j

 
\A

 h i
Dt
¼GiðtÞE md1 @Hti n
[
j–i
Htj
 !
\A
 !" #
for any A 2 BRd such that E md1 @Hti n ð
S
j–iH
t
j Þ\

h
@AÞ ¼ 0.
The above equation holds if we prove that
lim
Dt#0
md HtþDti n
S
j–iH
tþDt
j

 
 md Hti n
S
j–iH
t
j

 
Dt
¼ GiðtÞmd1 @Hti n
[
j–i
Htj
 !
P-a:s: ð57Þ
Therefore, let us prove the above equation. Without any
other speciﬁcation, the following equations are meant to
hold P-a.s. Since Hti is a ﬁnite union of balls for each
i = 1,. . . ,n, for all t 2 Rþ, it is well known that
lim
r#0
md Htir nHti

 
\ A

 
r
¼ md1 @Hti \ A
  ð58Þ
for any Borel set A 
 Rd such that md1 @Hti \ @A
  ¼ 0,
having denoted by Htir the parallel set of H
t
i at distance
r, i.e. Htir :¼ x 2 Rd : dist x;Hti
 
6 r
 
. By noticing that
md1 @Hti \ @
S
j–iH
t
j

 
 
¼ 0, we have that:
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Now, let eGðtÞ :¼ maxj–iGjðtÞ; then
lim
Dt#0
md HtþDti n
S
j–iH
tþDt
j
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j

 
Dt
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By observing that for any R > 0 ﬁxed:
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it follows that
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By now taking the limit for R;0 in (60), we obtain:
lim
Dt#0
md HtþDti n
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j–iH
tþDt
j
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t
j

 
Dt
P GiðtÞmd1 @Hti n
[
j–i
Htj
 ! !
ð61Þ
Thus, (59) and (61) imply (57), and so the assertion follows.
A.2. Proof of Eq. (25)
From the deﬁnition of V Vi in Eq. (17), and by
Hti ¼ Hti n
S
j–iH
t
j , it follows that
V Viðt; xÞ ¼ P x 2 Hti n
[
j–i
Htj
 !
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@V Viðt;xÞ
@t
¼ lim
Dt#0
V ViðtþDt;xÞV Viðt;xÞ
Dt
¼ lim
Dt#0
P x2HtþDti n
S
j–iH
tþDt
j

 
P x2Hti n
S
j–iH
t
j

 
Dt
By proceeding similarly as above, we have that:
lim
Dt#0
P x 2 HtþDti n
S
j–iH
tþDt
j

 
 P x 2 Hti n
S
j–iH
t
j

 
Dt
6 lim
Dt#0
P x 2 HtþDti nHti
  \ x R Sj–iHtjn o
 
Dt
¼ lim
Dt#0
P x 2 HtþDti nHti
  \ x R Sj–iHtjn o
 
Dt
¼ P x R
[
j–i
Htj
 !
lim
Dt#0
P x 2 HtþDti nHti
 
Dt
ð62Þ
and that:
lim
Dt#0
P x 2 HtþDti n
S
j–iH
tþDt
j

 
 P x 2 Hti n
S
j–iH
t
j

 
Dt
P lim
Dt#0
P x 2 HtþDti nHti
  \ x R Sj–iHtj
eGðtÞDt
  	
Dt
¼ lim
Dt#0
P x 2 HtþDti nHti
  \ x R Sj–iHtj
eGðtÞDt
  	
Dt
¼ lim
Dt#0
P x R
[
j–i
Htj
eGðtÞDt
 !
lim
Dt#0
P x 2 HtþDti nHti
 
Dt
¼ P x R
[
j–i
Htj
 !
lim
Dt#0
P x 2 HtþDti nHti
 
Dt
ð63Þ
where Eqs. (62) and (63) follow from the independence of
the reactions.
Therefore:
@V Viðt; xÞ
@t
¼ P x R
[
j–i
Htj
 !
lim
Dt#0
P x 2 HtþDti nHti
 
Dt
¼
Y
j–i
ð1 V Vjðt; xÞÞ @V Viðt; xÞ
@t
¼ð14Þ
 1 V V ðt; xÞ
1 V Viðt; xÞGiðtÞSViðt; xÞ ð64ÞReferences
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